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The human personality predicts a wide range of activities and occupational

choices—from musical sophistication to entrepreneurial careers. However,

which method should be applied if information on personality traits is used for

prediction and advice? In psychological research, group profiles are widely

employed. In this contribution, we examine the performance of profiles using

the example of career prediction and advice, involving a comparison of average

trait scores of successful entrepreneurs with the traits of potential entrepreneurs.

Based on a simple theoretical model estimated with GSOEP data and analyzed

with Monte Carlo methods, we show, for the first time, that the choice of

the comparison method matters substantially. We reveal that under certain

conditions the performance of average profiles is inferior to the tossing of a coin.

Alternative methods, such as directly estimating success probabilities, deliver

better performance and are more robust.
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1 Motivation

Based on the comparison with personality profiles of top-entrepreneurs, I

selected six out of 1,500 applicants and decided to heavily invest into their

entrepreneurial ideas. (The CEO of an American investment company, Nov.
2016)

Personality predicts a wide range of human activities and occupational choices,

including cadet performance (Mayer & Skimmyhorn 2017), musical sophistication

(Green, Müllensiefen, Lamb & Rentfrow 2015), migration (Jokela 2009), human

values (Fischer & Boer 2014), job satisfaction (Heller, Ferris, Brown & Watson

2009), and conflict in interpersonal relations (Bono, Boles, Judge & Lauver

2002). The personality is also an essential determinant of occupational choices in

general (Holland 1997; Heckman, Stixrud & Urzua 2006; Borghans, Duckworth,

Heckman & ter Weel 2008) and matters when individuals decide to venture a

business, seeking to maintain it successfully (Zhao & Seibert 2006; Rauch & Frese

2007; Caliendo, Fossen & Kritikos 2014). Personality traits are also a predictor

of entrepreneurial income (Levine & Rubinstein 2017; Manso 2016). Several

researchers argue that entrepreneurs may fail even when they have a convincing

idea, access to finance, and possess high education but not the “necessary”

personality traits (Kalleberg & Leicht 1991; Shaver & Scott 1991) to successfully

run an own business.

Thus, career outcomes are influenced by personality. For instance, it seems

that individuals with a certain personality are better able to become successful

entrepreneurs than others, leading to the main question addressed in this paper:

Are observations on personality traits of successful entrepreneurs useful for

prediction and advice? More specifically, which method should be used when

processing information on successful entrepreneurs and make this information

available to create a helpful advice on whether to start or not to start a business?

There is a rich literature analyzing which traits are important for an en-

trepreneurial career. A larger part of research in this field (e.g., Begley & Boyd

1987; Stewart & Roth 2001; Zhao & Seibert 2006; Rauch & Frese 2007) uses a

simple routine and compares the average score of personality traits of successful

entrepreneurs with the average trait scores of others, for instance, managers,

individuals in wage employment, or unsuccessful entrepreneurs. Based on dif-

ferences in average trait scores in inventories such as the Big Five an indicator
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profile of a successful entrepreneur is then created. We refer to this method as the

average-scores approach.

We test whether information generated by this commonly used method is

a robust predictor. In order to do so, we analyze whether advice should be

given to potential entrepreneurs based on a comparison of the individual scores

of these candidates with the average metric, capturing information about the

entrepreneurship-prone personality profile of the prototype of an successful

entrepreneur (Zhao & Seibert 2006; Rauch & Frese 2007; Obschonka, Silbereisen

& Schmitt-Rodermund 2010). In other words: We test whether this commonly

used method is helpful to derive recommendations and advice for future careers

choices.

This question has become increasingly important, as entrepreneurial entry

decisions are influenced by others’ advice (Bosma, Hessels, Schutjens, Van Praag

& Verheul 2012). Moreover, in many countries, there is a huge consulting industry

offering personality checks to individuals who plan to become entrepreneurs.1

Products range from online questionnaires (some of them free of charge) to

offline offers by chambers of commerce, psychologists, consultants, coaches,

mentors, trainers, teachers, and other practitioners. Some charge substantial

fees for their advice, while suggesting to compare the individual personality

scores of a candidate to the average personality scores of successful entrepreneurs

(Caliendo, Kritikos, Künn, Loersch, Schröder & Schütz 2014). Similarly, banks

and investors are periodically tempted to implement personality inventories as

part of their decision process of whether individuals should get loans or equity

for their start-ups. They often aim to apply deterministic thresholds levels where

individuals would get access to capital only if the evaluation of their personality

reveals a score above a benchmark (see the introductory quote, but also Rodionova

2015).

The benefits of a helpful prediction or advice would be numerous. If proper

advice is provided, individuals would make better occupational choices; those

who are not suited to become entrepreneurs would avoid costly misallocations;

and those who are suited to become entrepreneurs would be encouraged to do

so. Banks would avoid credit defaults, investors avoid losses, and consumers

would largely benefit from entrepreneurial entries creating better or cheaper

products. Proper advice for or against entrepreneurship would also greatly

1Similar approaches, as discussed here, are also used to provide advice, for instance, to young

adolescent individuals seeking guidance on occupational choice.
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benefit society in general, as half of nascent entrepreneurs fail in the first five

years (Helmers & Rogers 2010; Quatraro & Vivarelli 2015). Economic and

psychological costs generated by entrepreneurial failure, like the loss of the own

savings, over-indebtedness, or unemployment in the aftermath of failure, could be

reduced, if individuals being unfit for entrepreneurship are correctly advised to

remain or become paid employees. In addition, decisions based on wrong advice

bear substantial cost to the wrongly advised individuals and also lead to welfare

losses for the society. This holds true not only for individuals who are advised to

become entrepreneurs but should not, but also for individuals able to become an

entrepreneur who are advised not to start an entrepreneurial career.

Therefore, to understand whether such an advice is indeed able to achieve its

main goal—encouraging individuals with entrepreneurship-prone personalities

to start an own business and discouraging those who do not have such a person-

ality—the first step in making recommendations work is to make sure that the

used method is helpful when processing career advice for potential entrepreneurs.

Although widely applied, to the best of our knowledge, no study has analyzed

whether a profile based on average-scores or an alternative method produce

valuable predictions, allowing to give proper advice on whether or not to become

an entrepreneur.

We close this gap by approaching this problem in the following way. In the first

step, we propose a conceptual framework allowing us to judge whether a method

is able to achieve its main goal, namely to induce better occupational choices.

For this reason, we develop a simple recommendation problem where giving an

advice on whether to start or not to start a business, is based on a personality

profile correlated with entrepreneurial abilities. We rely on previous research

showing that entrepreneurial abilities are an important prerequisite of becoming

successful as an entrepreneur (see, inter alia, Holmes & Schmitz 1990). Previous

research also demonstrated that there is great variance in these abilities (Astebro

& Chen 2014); that nascent entrepreneurs have incomplete information about

their abilities (Bernardo & Welch 2001; Koellinger, Minniti & Schade 2007; Kerr,

Nanda & Rhodes-Kropf 2014); and that entrepreneurial abilities are at the same

time positively correlated with personality traits (for recent results, see Caliendo

et al. 2014; Levine & Rubinstein 2017; Manso 2016).

Based on our conceptual framework, we then conduct, in a second step,

a number of recommendation experiments using Monte Carlo methods. We

estimate the parameters of our data generating process with data from the German
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Socio-economic Panel. In such a way, the Monte Carlo experiment is performed

under realistic conditions. In addition, we check the robustness of our results

by applying a multitude of different parameter combinations. Using the case of

recommendations for or against an entrepreneurial career, we demonstrate that

the common approach of taking advantage of entrepreneurship-prone personality

profiles to predict career outcomes lacks robustness and results in a weak

performance, which can be outperformed by a simple coin.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly

review the related literature on what we know about the personality traits of

entrepreneurs and more importantly on the method of deriving an entrepreneurship-

prone personality profile. We, then, present our conceptual framework in Section

3. Section 4 provides an implementation of the average-scores approach. In

Section 5, we analyze and compare performance in different situations. Section 6

concludes.

2 Previous research

Empirical evidence shows that personality traits are relevant for entrepreneurial

choice and success. The personality structure of entrepreneurs is distinct from

that of managers and workers, when measured either by the multidimensional

approach of the Big Five personality construct (Zhao & Seibert 2006) or by a

specific set of personality characteristics (Rauch & Frese 2007).2

The Big Five model consists of five distinct traits: Openness to Experience,

Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism. Based on a

large number of cross-sectional studies comparing the traits of active entrepreneurs

with other individuals, the meta analysis of Zhao & Seibert (2006) shows that

entrepreneurs score higher on Conscientiousness and Openness to Experience,

and lower on Neuroticism and Agreeableness. They found no difference for

Extraversion. In an another meta analysis (see Zhao, Seibert & Lumpkin

2010) they do so, and others also find differences between entrepreneurs and

other individuals with respect to Extraversion (see e.g. Caliendo et al. 2014).

Furthermore, risk attitudes are also a prominent personality trait being highly

relevant for entrepreneurial choices (see Kihlstrom & Laffont 1979; Caliendo,

Fossen & Kritikos 2009, 2010; Caliendo et al. 2014) and there is a large amount

2For a review of the recent literature on entrepreneurship-related personality characteristics, see

Kerr, Kerr & Xu (2017).
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of studies showing that individuals with higher risk tolerance are more likely to

be an entrepreneur.3 Caliendo et al. (2014) report that the overall Big Five traits

explain 14 percent of the variance of the probability of being an entrepreneur and

risk attitudes alone explain another 8 percent.

A common method to process information based on these observations is to

build an entrepreneurship-prone personality profile. Taking the Big Five model

as the most prominent example, the profile is characterized as the highest possible

score on Extraversion, Conscientiousness and Openness to Experience, and the

lowest possible score on Agreeableness and Neuroticism (Schmitt-Rodermund

2004b). A goodness-of-fit measure is then calculated by computing the negative

sum of the squared differences between the personality of individual candidates

and the statistical reference profile in each of the Big Five traits.4 Obschonka

et al. (2010, p.70) emphasize that participants with a profile close to the reference

profile "reported higher levels of early entrepreneurial competence." Obschonka,

Schmitt-Rodermund, Silbereisen, Goslin & Potter (2013, p. 105) further argue

that such a personality profile is a "particularly robust predictor of entrepreneurial

characteristics . . . that also reflects a characteristic constellation of traits that

makes entrepreneurial behavior more likely." Kösters & Obschonka (2011)

conclude that the effectiveness of business advice for entrepreneurs depends on

this entrepreneurial Big Five profile.

3 The model

To analyze the performance of such an entrepreneurship-prone personality profile,

as discussed in the psychological literature, we, first, introduce a simple model.

The model links personality to entrepreneurial abilities and introduces a prediction

problem to be solved. Second, we develop an intuitive background regarding

the model’s environment by relating it to the person- and the variable-oriented

approach, usually used to represent an entrepreneurial personality in psychology.

Then, we discuss a measure of recommendation performance.

3For an overview of studies analyzing the effect of risk attitudes on entrepreneurial activities, see

also Kerr et al. (2017).
4This kind of fit measure is widely used in psychology, and not only in entrepreneurship; see,

inter alia, Chapman & Goldberg (2011).
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3.1 The problem of predicting entrepreneurial abilities from personality

Consider the following situation: A client of a consultant or mentor plans to

start a business, while having incomplete information about her entrepreneurial

abilities, and wants to find out whether she has the abilities necessary to become

an entrepreneur. To find an answer, she turns to an adviser, who is paid upfront

and is only interested in producing a good recommendation result by maximizing

the utility of the client. The task of the adviser is to give an informed occupational

choice recommendation based on several variables, which, by the nature of a

forecast, should be immediately observable. We assume that there are only two

occupations: entrepreneur and non-entrepreneur.

Individual variables related to entrepreneurial success consist only of two types.

The first type is a factor capturing the information on a personality trait of higher

order or of a trait score, Γ ∈ R, that can be immediately observed with reasonable

effort.5 The second type is a measure of entrepreneurial abilities, Π ∈ R, that

can, in principle, be observed with some, again reasonable, effort, but only after

the specific individual has been sufficiently long exposed to the market as an

entrepreneur. Personality trait (or the trait score, which for the rest of the paper is

denoted as "personality trait") and abilities are assumed to be stochastic variables.

We denote a realization of the personality trait by γ and a realization of abilities

by π.

Entrepreneurial abilities have two specific features. First, π measures abilities

in relation to some reference point. The most straightforward method to construct

π would be to use monetary entrepreneurial income in relation to the monetary

income from alternative sources like wage income:

π = Income from entrepreneurship − Income from wage work

Other reference points such as non-monetary values, for instance independence

resulting from being your own boss6, are also possible.7 Second, entrepreneurial

5Thus, this simplifying assumption can be relaxed by using a vector of personality variables

instead of univariate Γ.
6Blanchflower (2000), Hundley (2001), and Benz & Frey (2008a,b) show that entrepreneurs experi-

ence higher job satisfaction than wage workers such that non-monetary benefits of entrepreneurship

might play a significant role with respect to occupational choices.
7There are two possible interpretations of π with respect to risk consistent with the model setting.

First, entrepreneurship is not associated with any risk such that π is the deterministic relative

income (relative to alternative income). Second, entrepreneurship is associated with risk and π is

the average relative income but the client is risk-neutral and only cares about averages.
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abilities are inherently uncertain. Being perfectly aware of the entrepreneurial

abilities of the individual asking for an advice would make the task of giving a

good advice trivial to accomplish. However, Π is a typical ex-post variable, not

known before the client becomes an entrepreneur, and the client’s abilities cannot

be directly used as the basis for the advice.

An individual i with πi = 0 is neither fit nor unfit for entrepreneurship. Whether

an individual is fit for entrepreneurship is determined by a cutoff approach. Let

τ ∈ R+0 denote a cutoff agreed upon by client and adviser such that an individual

is suited to become an entrepreneur if πi > τ. An individual is not suited to

become an entrepreneur if πi � τ. τ can be interpreted as the minimal amount of

money exceeding non-entrepreneurial income an individual requires to accept

that entrepreneurship is more valuable than wage work.

To fully characterize the population of clients, we assume the existence of

three more parameters. μΓ is the population mean of the personality trait.

μΠ is the population mean of entrepreneurial abilities. ρ is the correlation

between personality trait and abilities, measuring the strength and direction of

the relationship between both variables. We only consider positive correlations

such that ρ ∈ (0, 1). Without loss of generality, the population variance of the

personality trait and entrepreneurial abilities is normalized to 1. Let v = [Γ,Π]�

denote a vector combining personality trait and abilities. We assume that v
is bivariate normal with mean m = [μΓ, μΠ]

� and covariance Q, where the

covariance between the two variables is ρ, as variances are both 1.

To complete the problem setting, the adviser is assumed to have historical data,

Θ, on Γ and Π. Θ is a finite index set where indices represent available historical

observations.8 Furthermore, it is assumed that clients and the historical sample are

drawn from the same normal distribution. Note that the latter assumptions might

make an advice easier than in reality. In a real-world situation, the characteristics

of individuals turning to an adviser can differ from the overall population.

The historical sample consists of n(Θ) individuals, where n(·) denotes the

cardinality of a set, the overall number of its elements. The adviser observes γi

and πi for every individual i ∈ Θ and can use the common measure of acceptable

minimal entrepreneurial abilities, τ, to decompose historical observations into

two groups: historical entrepreneurs, EΘ = {i ∈ Θ : πi > τ} and historical

non-entrepreneurs, Ec
Θ
= {i ∈ Θ : πi � τ}.

8Typically, even if Π can be measured without any problem, we would only have reliable historical

data on it for a subset of individuals because it is a counterfactual for those who were never

entrepreneurs.
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Theoretically, the same can be done for the client group denoted by Ω (a

finite index set of clients) and consisting of n(Ω) individuals. In practice, since

individuals in Θ and Ω are sampled from the same distribution, but as we do

not know πi for all i ∈ Ω, we can only argue that the same association between

personality traits and abilities must hold for Θ and Ω. Yet, we can observe this

association only for individuals in the historical sample.

Thus, the problem to be solved is as follows:

Problem. Given the setting above, advice clients i ∈ Ω with respect to their

relative entrepreneurial abilities, πi − τ, provided that only the client’s personality

trait γi can be observed. Thus, the entrepreneurial abilities of client i must be

predicted from her personality, using historical data Θ on personality traits and

entrepreneurial abilities.

3.2 The model and psychological research

Our model relates to the two perspectives most dominant in psychological research

on how to properly assess the impact of personality on some variable of interest.

Magnusson & Törestad (1993) identify the personality- and the variable-oriented

approach. In entrepreneurship research, personality- and variable-oriented

approaches correspond to the following concepts:

Personality-profile perspective in entrepreneurship research
Conceptually following the ideas of Schumpeter (1934), a researcher using the

personality-oriented approach constructs an entrepreneurship-prone reference

personality profile (for examples, see Schmitt-Rodermund 2004a; Obschonka

et al. 2013). Deviations from the reference profile, measuring goodness of fit

of the profile, can be quantified (for a method to measure differences between

reference profiles and an observed set of personality traits, see Cronbach & Gleser

1953) and used to predict entrepreneurial behavior. Examples of profile-driven

entrepreneurship research are Obschonka et al. (2013), Stuetzer, Goethner &

Cantner (2012), and Obschonka & Stuetzer (2017).

Variable-oriented perspective in entrepreneurship research
Variable-oriented approaches “focus on the effects of isolated variables on

behavior” (Obschonka et al. 2013, p. 106). They assess the impact of, for instance,

a personality trait on some variable of interest—usually, with the help of a linear

regression such that trait effects are derived under a ceteris paribus condition. A
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typical empirical conclusion from the variable-oriented viewpoint is, for instance,

as follows:

Evidence suggests that entrepreneurship is associated with higher levels of

extraversion, conscientiousness, and openness and lower levels of agreeable-

ness and neuroticism [. . . ] . (Obschonka et al. 2013, p. 106)

Examples of variable-oriented research include Costa, McCrae & Holland (1984),

Zhao & Seibert (2006), Zhao et al. (2010), Manso (2016), and Levine & Rubinstein

(2017).

With respect to the compatibility of both perspectives and our model, it is

possible to establish the following result:

Proposition. Our recommendation model is consistent with the personality-profile
and the variable-oriented approach to model the entrepreneurial personality.

The proof is provided in Appendix A. The proposition shows that our constructed

model mimics the assumptions on the analysis setting in psychology research

rather well.

3.3 Measuring performance

Let ai ∈ {0, 1} denote an indicator function where ai = 1 if client i ∈ Ω is

recommended to become an entrepreneur and ai = 0 if not. Note that function

ai depends on the approach applied. Furthermore, let ti = 1{πi > τ} ∈ {0, 1},

where ti = 1 if i ∈ Ω is actually fit for entrepreneurship and ti = 0 if not. If clients

knew their true entrepreneurial abilities, if information would be perfect, they

would self-select into entrepreneurship and non-entrepreneurship according to ti.

An easy to interpret performance measure can be constructed by comparing

recommendations and the actual state of affairs. Thus, let

S =
1

n(Ω)

∑
i∈Ω

1{ai = ti} (1)

The indicator in (1) can be interpreted as follows. If 1{ai = ti} = 1, recom-

mendation and the actual state of affairs are the same such that the client was

recommended entrepreneurship and the client was suitable to become an en-

trepreneur; or, alternatively, the client was recommended non-entrepreneurship

and the client was not an entrepreneur. Put differently,

1{a1 = t1} + 1{a2 = t2} + · · · + 1{an(Ω) = tn(Ω)}
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determines the number of correct recommendations. Consequently, S ∈ [0, 1] is

the relative number of correct recommendations, the recommendation success

rate.

As every individual recommendation success indicator 1{ai = ti} obeys

a Bernoulli distribution with success probability pi and, by construction of

recommendation trials, we have p1 = p2 = · · · = pn(Ω) = p, we must have

A =
∑
i∈Ω

1{ai = ti} ∼ Binomial(n(Ω), p) (2)

where p is the probability of a recommendation success given an arbitrary client

from set Ω. Note that E[A] = n(Ω)p and V[A] = n(Ω)p(1 − p). The success

probability p will depend on the distribution of historical and client data, and on

the approach used to generate recommendations. Using (2), it is easy to establish

that

E[S] =
1

n(Ω)
E

[∑
i∈Ω

1{ai = ti}

]
=

E[A]

n(Ω)
= p

V[S] =
1

n(Ω)2
V

[∑
i∈Ω

1{ai = ti}

]
=

V[A]

n(Ω)2
=

p(1 − p)
n(Ω)

The variance of recommendation success probability S is largest at p = 1/2 and

decreases to both sides such that V[S] takes a minimum at p = 0 and p = 1.

Hence, in our problem setting, a high success probability p automatically implies

a low recommendation success variance and an increase in the success rate,

given that p � 1/2, reduces variance. Therefore, p allows for the derivation of

conclusions with respect to the recommendation success probability and success

variance at the same time.

4 Implementation of profiles

First, we provide a general version of the average-scores approach. Second, we

suggest ways on how to optimize recommendations based on average scores.

Then, we discuss feasible performance boundaries.

4.1 General average scores

A straightforward algorithm to implement the average-scores approach consists of

four steps. The first step is to take historical data, Θ, and divide individuals into
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two groups by using the cutoff, τ. One group consists of historical entrepreneurs,

EΘ, and the second group consists of historical non-entrepreneurs, Ec
Θ

. Second,

construct a personality profile for each group. Personality traits are usually

measured on Likert scales. This information can be used for taking averages over

the personality trait or a trait score γ:

γ̂E =
1

n(EΘ)

∑
j∈EΘ

γ j, γ̂Ec =
1

n(Ec
Θ
)

∑
j∈Ec

Θ

γ j (3)

Third, the adviser should, by employing some statistical test, verify that γ̂E and

γ̂Ec are significantly different from each other. If there is no significant differ-

ence, distinct personality profiles do not exist. Lastly, the adviser recommends

entrepreneurship if the client is sufficiently similar to the personality profile of an

entrepreneur or

ai =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
1 γi ∈ h(ε)

0 γi � h(ε)
for i ∈ Ω (4)

where h(ε) is a similarity interval given by h(ε) = (γ̂E − ε, γ̂E + ε). The similarity

criterion ε ∈ R+ is set by the adviser. Internet services specializing in occupational

choice recommendations, essentially, employ the general version of the average-

scores approach where the similarity criterion is set according to some, rather

non-transparent, considerations.

4.2 Optimized average scores

As the similarity criterion, ε , is a free parameter, it is plausible to assume that the

adviser might try to systematically optimize his recommendation performance by

setting an appropriate ε , based on, for instance, prior recommendation experience.

A proper objective to optimize is the expected recommendation success rate,

p = E[S]. Hence, the task of the adviser is to find the following parameter:

ε∗ = argmax
ε

{
1

n(Ω)
E

[∑
i∈Ω

1{ai(ε) = ti}

]}
(5)

where

1

n(Ω)
E

[∑
i∈Ω

1{ai = ti}

]
= P(a = 1 ∧ t = 1) + P(a = 0 ∧ t = 0) (6)
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P(a = 1 ∧ t = 1) =

∫ γE+ε

γE−ε

∫ ∞

τ
φm,Q(γ, π)dπdγ (7)

P(a = 0 ∧ t = 0) =

∫ γE−ε

−∞

∫ τ

−∞

φm,Q(γ, π)dπdγ +

∫ ∞

γE+ε

∫ τ

−∞

φm,Q(γ, π)dπdγ

(8)

φm,Q denotes the joint distribution of the personality trait and entrepreneurial

abilities. To see that (6) is the probability of a successful recommendation if the

adviser uses the average-scores approach, note that there are two ways to generate a

correct recommendation. The adviser recommends entrepreneurship and the client

is an entrepreneur, which occurs with probability P(a = 1 ∧ t = 1). Alternatively,

the adviser does not recommend entrepreneurship and the client is not an

entrepreneur occurring with probability P(a = 0 ∧ t = 0). Under the assumption

that the joint distribution of the personality trait and entrepreneurial abilities is

known and there is some known average personality trait of entrepreneurs γE ,

these probabilities can be computed by (7) and (8).

On the basis of ε∗, the adviser can construct an optimized similarity interval

h(ε∗) such that, in addition to the general average-scores approach, there exists an

optimized version. If the optimized version is used, recommendations are given

according to

a∗i =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
1 γi ∈ h(ε∗)

0 γi � h(ε∗)
for i ∈ Ω (9)

Finding ε∗ requires that the joint distribution of the personality trait and

entrepreneurial abilities is perfectly known. In a realistic scenario, this will not

hold and parameters must be estimated with historical data. Thus, even if the

adviser systematically optimizes, his similarity criterion might deviate from the

optimal criterion due to estimation errors.

Example. To provide an example on how to optimize average-scores performance

and pitfalls associated with optimization, consider a numerical scenario. Let

μΓ = 1, μΠ = −1, ρ = 0.8, and τ = 0.1. For the average personality trait

of entrepreneurs, we assume γE = E[Γ|Π > τ] (γ̂E is just an estimator of

E[Γ |Π > τ]). The share of entrepreneurs in the population is 1−Φ(τ−μΠ) ≈ 14%,

where Φ is the distribution function of the standard normal. Thus, most clients

are not entrepreneurs.

According to (6), the probability of a successful recommendation is the sum of

the probability that a client recommended entrepreneurship is an entrepreneur and
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Figure 1. An example of changes in expected recommendation success when using the

average scores approach with different similarity criteria

that a client not recommended entrepreneurship is not an entrepreneur. In Figure 1,

we plot all three probabilities as a function of the similarity criterion, ε . The adviser

would achieve most recommendation successes if he sets a very strict similarity

criterion such that only clients very similar to the entrepreneurship-prone profile

are recommended entrepreneurship. This strategy will not necessarily result in an

identification of clients suited to become entrepreneurs—in fact, the probability

that a client recommended entrepreneurship is an entrepreneur is almost zero—but

non-entrepreneurs are identified with a very high probability. The high probability

to identify non-entrepreneurs results in a high recommendation success probability.

As the similarity criterion increases, the interval h(ε) widens resulting in a higher

probability to recommend entrepreneurship. As a consequence, the probability to

identify entrepreneurs improves but the probability to identify non-entrepreneurs

decreases. What is more important, the probability to identify clients unfit

for entrepreneurship decreases more strongly than the probability to identify

entrepreneurs such that the overall recommendation success probability decreases.

4.3 Feasible performance bounds

To benchmark average scores, we establish some plausible performance bounds.

The first benchmark, which we call the probability-based approach, directly

estimates the probability of being suited to become an entrepreneur, and constitutes
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a feasible upper performance bound. The lower performance bound is given by

the toss of an unbiased coin.

The upper bound, the probability-based approach, exploits the well-known

result that every conditional distribution of a multivariate normal distribution is

normal itself. Conditional on an observation of personality trait, γi for i ∈ Ω, the

probability of being suited to become an entrepreneur is given by

P(Π > τ |Γ = γi) = 1 −

∫ τ

−∞

φμ̃Π,σ̃Π (π)dπ (10)

where

μ̃Π = μΠ + σΠρ

(
γi − μΓ
σΓ

)
, σ̃Π = (1 − ρ2)σ2

Π

The parameters m and Q are unknown. Therefore, P(Π > τ |Γ = γi) is also

unknown. However, parameters can be estimated with historical data, to get an

estimate of P(Π > τ |Γ = γi). Let w1, . . . ,wn(Θ) denote joint observations of

personality trait and entrepreneurial abilities. Instead of m , we use

m̂ =
1

n(Θ)

∑
i∈Θ

wi

Instead of covariance matrix Q, we use the sample covariance

Q̂ = 1

n(Θ) − 1

∑
i∈Θ

(wi − m̂)(wi − m̂)�

Let ϕi denote the estimated probability that client i ∈ Ω is fit for entrepreneur-

ship, an estimate of (10) using estimated parameters m̂ and Q̂. Note that the

estimated probability that i is not fit for entrepreneurship is 1−ϕi. The adviser can

recommend entrepreneurship if the probability that i is an entrepreneur exceeds

the probability that i is a non-entrepreneur:

aPBA
i =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
1 ϕi > 1 − ϕi

0 else
for i ∈ Ω (11)

The probability-based approach can only be applied if the joint distribution of the

personality trait and entrepreneurial abilities is (approximately) bivariate normal.

If this is not the case, deriving conditional distributions is more difficult.
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The lower bound, the coin, generates the following recommendation:

aCOIN
i =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
1 with probability 1

2

0 with probability 1
2

(12)

where recommendation probabilities do not depend on data.

5 Performance analysis

In this section, we present the main results of our performace analysis. In

preparation, we introduce two desirable properties of a recommendation approach

derived from the intuitive idea that an approach should perform substantially better

than a coin toss and that recommendation success rates should be sufficiently

stable. Second, to perform our analysis under realistic conditions, we estimate

our model’s parameters with data from the German Socio-economic Panel. Then,

we evaluate the recommendation performance of average scores and test whether

this approach has the two desirable properties.

5.1 Properties

By introducing the toss of a coin as a benchmark, we set an absolute lower

performance boundary. Every approach suitable for occupational choice advice

should at least outperform the coin. Thus, the first requirement is that the average

recommendation success rate of an approach should be substantially larger than

50%, as 50% is the average success rate of an unbiased coin.9

As average scores rely on a similarity criterion, a second sensible requirement is

that changing the similarity criterion does not significantly affect recommendation

9Note that pCOIN = E[SCOIN] = P(aCOIN = 1 ∧ t = 1) + P(aCOIN = 0 ∧ t = 0). The coin

completely ignores historical and client data such that P(aCOIN = a) and P(t = t) are independent.

Hence, we get

pCOIN = P(aCOIN = 1)P(t = 1) + P(aCOIN = 0)P(t = 0)

Given that the probability that an arbitrary individual is an entrepreneur isP(t = 1) = 1−Φ(τ−μΠ),
we get

pCOIN =
1

2
[1 − Φ(τ − μΠ)] +

1

2
Φ(τ − μΠ) =

1

2

The variance of recommendation successes rates is easy to derive and given by

V[SCOIN] =
pCOIN(1 − pCOIN)

n(Ω)
=

1

4n(Ω)
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success, such that success is reasonably stable. To put it more formally, let ε and

ε′ denote two different similarity criteria. Let S(ε) denote the recommendation

success rate of an approach depending on some similarity criterion ε. The

measure of performance stability is defined as

Δ(ε, ε′) = |E[S(ε) − S(ε′)]|

By construction of the measure, we must have

0 � Δ(ε, ε′) � 1

Values close to 1 imply unstable performance, while values close to zero imply

stability.10 We require that Δ(ε, ε′) is reasonably close to zero.

5.2 Estimation of model parameters

To evaluate average-scores performance with Monte Carlo methods, we use the

model in Section 3 as the data generating process (DGP). To make the model as

realistic as possible, we estimate model parameters with data. The performance

analysis requires the specification of the parameter vector θ = [θ�DGP, θ
�
Approach]

�

where

θDGP =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

μΓ

μΠ

σΓ

σΠ

ρ

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, θApproach =

[
τ

ε

]

θDGP, including variances of trait and abilities, represents our model and fully

determines the data generating process. Parameters in θApproach are either

idiosyncratic to the recommendation approach (similarity criteria) or set by the

client (minimal abilities to be an entrepreneur). Consequently, we, first, estimate

θDGP from data and, then, use the model to analyze performance distributions.

To estimate the model’s parameter θDGP, we use data from the German

Socio-economic Panel (GSOEP). The GSOEP is a longitudinal survey of a large

representative sample of German individuals and households with coverage from

1984 to 2015 and provides, among other variables, information on personality,

10For instance, Δ(ε, ε′) = 1/2 implies that changing the similarity criterion by a certain amount

would change the expected recommendation success rate by 50 percentage points in the same

setting indicating that approach performance is unstable.
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occupational status, and earnings. We restrict our attention to individuals who

provided a self-reported measure of the personal willingness to take risk, and

reported monthly income from wage work and self-employment.11

The relation between the willingness to take risk and entrepreneurial outcomes

is, as mentioned in Section 2, well established in the literature. By focusing on

individuals who were both wage workers and self-employed during their careers,

we avoid the problem of unknown counterfactuals. We take averages over time

of entrepreneurial income and wage to reduce noise. The willingness to take

risk is measured on a scale from zero (not willing to take risk) to 10 (very high

willingness to take risk). In line with Obschonka et al. (2013), we define a

statistical reference profile and use the highest reported measure of the willingness

to take risk as our trait related to entrepreneurial abilities. In sum, there are 87

available observations, each observation corresponding to a different individual

with a certain risk attitude, and experience in entrepreneurship and wage work.12

Our model requires that the joint distribution of trait and abilities is bivariate

normal. Therefore, data must be transformed, as nominal income differences and

risk attitudes are not normally distributed. Sample entrepreneurial abilities is,

in line with suggestions in Section 3.1, approximated by average entrepreneurial

income (AEI) relative to the average wage (AW). To ensure that the condition of

joint normality holds, we take the logarithm such that sample abilities are given

by

πSample = log

(
AEI

AW

)
= log(AEI) − log(AW)

The transformation resulting in πSample has the downside that the minimal abilities

requirement must be applied to the difference in log incomes and not nominal

incomes. Consequently, πi > τ, indicating that the individual is fit for en-

trepreneurship, has no simple interpretation. However, using τ = 0, such that

log(AEI) − log(AW) > τ = 0 and transforming the log difference back to nominal

incomes yields the condition

exp(log(AEI) − log(AW)) > exp(τ) = exp(0) = 1

which is equivalent to AEI > AW. Hence, we use τ = 0 as the minimal abilities

11Self-employment and wage work can take place at the same time or at different time points.
12Note that the relatively low number of observations is due to the fact that we need sufficient

information about individuals who generated incomes from self-employment and wage work.

This is also why we had to use the willingness to take risk as information instead of the Big Five.

We show below that this choice does not affect the reasoning of our approach.
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requirement since this reduces to the simple condition that entrepreneurial income

must be larger than the wage.

The original measure of the willingness to take risk γ∗ is transformed by

applying the Box-Cox transformation:

γSample =
γλ∗ − 1

λ

where λ � 0. Given that γ∗ is measured on a scale from zero to 10 and we have

no observations where γ∗ = 0, and, thus, dγSample/dγ∗ = γ
λ−1
∗ > 0, an increase in

γSample can be interpreted as an increase in the willingness to take risk. We set

λ = 1.5, as this value provides a sufficiently good transformation ensuring the

bivariate normality of trait and entrepreneurial abilities.

Without loss of generality, we normalize πSample and γSample such that they have

a variance of 1, to make variances consistent with the assumptions of our model.

Table 1. Data characteristics

Variable Min Max Mean Skewness Kurtosis p-value

for

skewness

= 0

p-value

for

kurtosis

= 3

Normalized

trait

0.28 4.65 2.61 −0.32 2.81 0.19 0.10

Normalized

abilities

−3.00 2.12 −0.31 −0.41 3.24 0.93 0.43

Notes: The test of skewness is performed in line with D’Agostino (1970) and the test of kurtosis in line with Anscombe

& Glynn (1983).

Table 1 depicts data characteristics including skewness and kurtosis, which are

tested against the skewness and kurtosis of a univariate normal distribution, where

skewness is zero and kurtosis is 3. The hypothesis that skewness and kurtosis are

similar to the normal distribution cannot be rejected at the 5%-level. In addition,

we perform the multivariate normality test of Mardia (1974), which cannot reject

the hypothesis of multivariate normality at the 5%-level (p-value for multivariate

skewness is 0.12 and for multivariate kurtosis 0.09).

Using the assumption of bivariate normality, we estimate the model’s parameters
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by maximum likelihood resulting in

θ̂DGP =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

μ̂Γ

μ̂Π

σ̂Γ

σ̂Π

ρ̂

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

2.61

−0.31

0.99

0.99

0.21

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
The estimated correlation, ρ̂ = 0.21, is positive and significantly different from

zero at the 5%-level (p-value = 0.04). Thus, more willingness to take risk is

associated with higher entrepreneurial abilities. Put differently, willingness to take

risk predicts entrepreneurial outcomes in line with the entrepreneurial reference

type model.

5.3 Performance analysis

The analysis is performed using θ̂DGP to generate draws from the historical and

the client sample. The historical sample is assumed to include 1,000 individuals,

whereas the client sample includes 100. Given parameters θ̂DGP, there are two

trait profiles. The average trait value for individuals with sufficient entrepreneurial

abilities is 2.8, whereas individuals who are not fit for entrepreneurship have an

average trait of 2.5.

As τ is fixed (τ = 0), θApproach has one parameter that must be set: the similarity

criterion ε . We assume that ε ∈ [0.01, 4.99], as performance does not change much

for ε > 4, and vary the parameter in steps of 0.02, resulting in 250 values. For

one parameter value, we simulate performance M = 10, 000 times and compute

expected performance by taking the simulation average

1

M

M∑
m=1

Sm.

The lower performance boundary is 0.5 and the upper boundary, based on the

probability-based approach (PBA) and simulated with θ̂DGP, is 0.67.

Figure 2 presents simulation results. Expected average-scores performance

is depicted as a function of the approach-specific similarity criterion. We also

show the two feasible performance bounds. The figure reveals that average-

scores performance can be optimized by using a very strict similarity criterion

(ε = 0.01) such that the maximal recommendation success rate is 62%, which is
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Figure 2. Expected recommendation success using model calibrated with GSOEP data

5 percentage points less than the feasible upper performance bound (probability-

based approach). However, average-scores performance is very sensitive to the

similarity criterion.

We postulated two intuitive requirements an approach should fulfill to be

considered as a prediction and recommendation method. The first requirement is

that the average recommendation success rate should be substantially larger than

the average success rate resulting from the toss of a coin.

Table 2. Summary of performance analysis of average scores based on GSOEP

Min Max Max − min Maximal performance as

percentage of upper

boundary

Minimal performance as

percentage of lower

boundary

0.38 0.62 0.24 0.92 0.75

Table 2 shows the minimal performance of average scores. The minimal

performance is only 38%, which is below the toss of a coin. Thus, average scores

violate the first requirement.

The second requirement demands that an approach depending on a similarity

criterion is sufficiently robust, in the sense that changing the similarity criterion

should not have a large effect on average recommendation success rates. Sufficient

recommendation success stability is an important property since data will be

plagued by measurement errors and estimations also produce errors. Our robust-

ness measure, Δ(ε, ε′), determines how much potential adviser mistakes—setting
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an inappropriate similarity criterion—cost in terms of average recommendation

success rates. In Table 2, we depict the difference between maximal and min-

imal performance. Using an inappropriate similarity criterion can result in a

performance loss of 24 percentage points.

Hence, average scores, respectively profiles, might not exhibit sufficient

performance and are not sufficiently stable to be considered as a method for

predictions and recommendations.

5.4 Robustness of results and limitations

Although the model estimated with data is close to real-world conditions, it only

reflects a particular setting, as parameter estimates are based on German data. To

check the robustness of our results, we repeated a numerical recommendation

experiment using different combinations of parameters resulting in different

recommendation settings. We, especially, varied the assumption on the share of

entrepreneurs in the population, and the correlation between traits and abilities.

The simulation setup and results are described in the Appendix B. Results are

fully consistent with those obtained with German data. This even holds for a

scenario where personality traits (scores) are highly correlated to abilities.

We also checked whether a simple regression model can outperform the

averages approach. Using the same setting as in Section 5.2 and 5.3, we found

that predictions generated by the simple model

π = a + bγ + e

where a and b are estimated by OLS (e is the error), generated a success rate

of 62% on average, which corresponds to the maximal performance of average

scores.13 Thus, even a simple regression is more robust than the average-scores

approach, as the performance of the regression approach does not drop below the

performance of a coin. Put differently, a model as simple and established as OLS

can outperform an average-scores approach on the same data set.

As emphasized in Section 3, we kept the model as simple as possible by

using only one trait (which is equivalent to the use of a score over all traits)

instead of multiple personality traits. However, we argue that our simple model

already captures the most important aspects of our analysis, such that using

more traits without adding them up to one score would only increase complexity

13The code is provided upon request.
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without providing further insights. In this context, we should emphasize a second

limitation: In Appendix A, we demonstrate that the personality-oriented and the

variable-oriented approach are equivalent. This equivalence holds for the single-

factor or score case. It also holds if personality can be sufficiently approximated

by a linear combination of normally distributed traits such that

Γ = ξ1trait1 + ξ2trait2 + ξ3trait3 + . . .

where Γ must be correlated with entrepreneurial abilities. However, if these

conditions are violated, the equivalence results might not hold.

A third limitation is that we only analyze simple averages. For a more complex

averaging procedure, such as assigning different weights to different traits or

assigning multiple weights to differences between traits in the averaging procedure,

the results might not hold. However, such approaches are not dominant in the

literature, where simple comparisons are more common.

6 Conclusion

The major aim of this contribution is to provide an answer to the question of

whether the method of using information on personality scores of successful

individuals is helpful to predict the success of an arbitrary individual. While

predictions and advice based on a comparison of a prototype with the scores of

the individual seeking such advice has been established in the recent literature and

in everyday business, it has not been discussed whether this is a proper approach

and whether alternative approaches might deliver better results.

Using career advice towards entrepreneurship for illustration purposes, we

design a simple framework involving two correlated stochastic variables, generated

from a bivariate normal distribution. One variable is interpreted as entrepreneurial

abilities. The other variable is an individual personality trait. Our model’s setting

is consistent with a holistic and a variable-oriented view of the entrepreneurial

personality. The problem to solve is to give a recommendation regarding an

individual’s entrepreneurial abilities by examining only the individual’s personality

variable, while having historical data on both variables. The data generating

process of the problem setting is estimated with German data on personality and

entrepreneurial abilities.

We demonstrate that using the average-scores approach sometimes provides

even worse predictions and recommendations than the toss of a coin. For instance,
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if there are many entrepreneurs in the client group of an adviser, using a too strict

average-scores similarity criterion will result in too few recommendations for en-

trepreneurship because many clients with a high probability to be an entrepreneur

are recommended against. At the same time, as many entrepreneurs are not prop-

erly identified and, due to the strictness of the similarity criterion, recommended

non-entrepreneurship, the probability to identify a non-entrepreneur is also low.

In such a situation, a coin, always generating 50% correct recommendations,

does better. In an estimated model approximating real-world conditions, we find

that average scores have a maximal success probability of around 60% and that

performance is highly unstable. Other methods such as directly estimating the

success probability or a simple regression provide better results.

From a policy perspective, if individuals seek external career advice whether

they should become entrepreneurs, they should, rather, avoid following a con-

sultant, entrepreneurship programs, or internet-based questionnaires comparing

clients’ scores with average scores of entrepreneurs, as they would risk an advice

inferior to the toss of a coin. Furthermore, banks and investors should be aware

that personality-score evaluations based on average reference personalities, which

are relatively cheap and easy to generate, are unlikely to significantly reduce the

risk of their loan or investment portfolio. In general, the predictive performance

of personality profiles is unlikely to be robust enough to protect against the

uncertainty associated with entrepreneurship.

Overall, our results make clear that recommendations based on the method of

calculating average profiles may lead only to helpful results if individuals are

sufficiently homogenous. Once heterogeneities emerge, and this is what typically

happens in all kinds of occupational choices, profiling approaches exhibit a

tendency to fail, as they are not able to capture these heterogeneities. This

result has consequences for other life outcomes, where these simplistic profiling

methods are also applied. Examples are advising the unemployed, predicting

career success from a more general point of view beyond entrepreneurship, but

also predicting achievements, overall health or delinquency.

Our approach also addresses an earlier discussion tracing back to Gartner

(1989) and others who argued that using information on personality traits would

be misleading. However, personality traits per se do have some predictive power.

They do provide important insights on occupational choices or performances

in certain occupations or other activities. It is the method that matters. And

the commonly used method in psychological research to process information
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by building simple profiles based on the comparison of the average trait score

of individuals who are successful in a certain activity with the average scores

of personality traits of others might be misleading, as it contains the high risk

of wrong and very costly advice. Future research in particular in psychology

needs to analyze what kind of metric methods should be used that take the

heterogeneity among individuals better into account. More recent tools—like

machine learning—are most probably able to further improve the quality of the

advice when compared to average scores.
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Appendix A: Proof of consistency

To establish consistency with the profile-based approach, we must essentially

answer the following question: What happens to the distribution of the individual

trait if we condition on entrepreneurial abilities? Let μΓ |E denote the mean of

Γ for entrepreneurs and let μΓ |Ec denote the mean of the personality trait for

non-entrepreneurs. Similarly, denote the variance of personality trait, Γ, by σ2
Γ |E ,

respectively σ2
Γ|Ec . It is straightforward to derive that

μΓ|E = μΓ + ρW(κ), μΓ |Ec = μΓ + ρV(κ) (A.1)

σ2
Γ|E = 1 − ρ2w(κ), σ2

Γ |Ec = 1 − ρ2v(κ) (A.2)

where κ = τ − μΠ, W(κ) = φ(κ)/[1 − Φ(κ)] > 0 where φ(·) is the density

and Φ(κ) the distribution function of the standard normal distribution; V(κ) =

−φ(κ)/Φ(κ) < 0; w(κ) = W(κ)[1 − W(κ)]; and v(κ) = V(κ)[1 − V(κ)].

As the correlation, ρ, determines how strong the connection is between the

personality trait and entrepreneurial abilities, we focus on the role of this parameter.

If trait and abilities are independent, the correlation between them is zero such that

μΓ|E = μΓ|Ec = μΓ and σ2
Γ|E = σ

2
Γ |Ec = 1. In such a setting, we cannot construct

a distinct personality profile of an entrepreneur. However, if traits and abilities

depend on each other with non-zero correlation, there will be a personality profile

of an entrepreneur given by μΓ |E . To see this, note that ρ > 0 implies

|μΓ|E − μΓ |Ec | = ρ[W(κ) − V(κ)] > 0 (A.3)

such that there is a difference between the average trait of an entrepreneur and

the average trait of a non-entrepreneur. The difference in (A.3) increases in the

correlation between trait and entrepreneurial abilities. Furthermore, the variance

of the personality trait conditional on being an entrepreneur, σ2
Γ |E , decreases if the

correlation between trait and abilities increases, as can be clearly seen in (A.2).

A personality- or profile-oriented approach has the following strategy. It takes

the client’s personality trait, γ, and compares it to the typical trait, μΓ |E , of an

entrepreneur. If Γ and Π are sufficiently correlated, the Γ-values of entrepreneurs

will be concentrated in one place and Γ-values of non-entrepreneurs in another.

Hence, similarity between the client’s γ and profile μΓ |E is an indication that the

client is an entrepreneur. If the correlation is weak, all Γ-values will be located in

roughly one place independent from Π such that similarity between the client’s

trait, γ, and profile μΓ|E has little meaning.
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To show consistency with the variable-oriented approach, let Ψ ∈ R denote

a normally distributed variable with mean μΨ and variance σ2
Ψ

. Ψ is assumed

to capture all factors affecting entrepreneurial abilities that are not related to the

personality trait, represented by Γ, such that we can assume that Ψ and personality

trait, Γ, are independent. The variable-oriented approach is consistent with the

following model of entrepreneurial abilities:

Π = aΓ + bΨ (A.4)

where a and b are nonzero constant scalars. For instance, let Γ represent

extraversion (one of the Big Five personality traits). If a > 0, more extraversion

will increase entrepreneurial abilities, which is in line with previous research

(Costa et al. 1984; Zhao & Seibert 2006; Zhao et al. 2010). The difference

between the variable-oriented perspective and entrepreneurship-prone profiles is

that in the model in (A.4) there is no specific reference profile of an entrepreneur.

The assumption underlying (A.4) is that, given a > 0, the trait Γ simply positively

relates to entrepreneurial abilities, i.e., a higher score in Γ is associated with

higher abilities. The model in (A.4) generates a joint distribution of personality

trait and abilities that is consistent with our recommendation model. Notice that

Π in (A.4) is normal (it is the sum of two normal independent variables) with the

following parameters:

μΠ = aμΓ + bμΨ, σ2
Π = a2 + b2σ2

Ψ

The covariance between Π and personality trait Γ is given by

σ(Π, Γ) = a(1 + 2μ2Γ) + 2bμΨμΓ

Furthermore, it can be demonstrated that Π and Γ are jointly normal according to

the model in (A.4). The joint distribution of Π in model (A.4) and personality

trait Γ is bivariate normal if and only if Y = αΠ + βΓ is normal for any constant

α, β ∈ R. It is obvious that Y is normal if either α = 0 or β = 0, as Π and Γ are

both normal. If α = β = 0, Y = 0 with probability 1, which corresponds to a

normal distribution with mean and variance zero. Hence, we must demonstrate

that Y is normal if α and β are both nonzero. Note that Π and Γ are dependent
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and correlated. Furthermore, note that

Y = αΠ + βΓ = α(aΓ + bΨ) + βΓ = δΓΓ + δΨΨ (A.5)

where δΓ ≡ αa + β and δΨ ≡ αb. Using independence and normality of Γ and Π,

the moment-generating function of Y is given by

MY (t) = MΓ(δΓt)MΨ(δΨt) = exp

{
tδΓμΓ +

1

2
δ2Γt

2

}
(A.6)

× exp

{
tδΨμΨ +

1

2
δ2Ψσ

2
Ψt2

}
such that

MY (t) = exp

{
t [δΓμΓ + δΨμΨ] +

1

2

[
δ2Γ + δ

2
Ψσ

2
Ψ

]
t2
}

(A.6) is the moment-generating function of a normal distribution with mean

δΓμΓ + δΨμΨ and variance δ2Γ + δ
2
Ψ
σ2
Ψ

. As Y is normal for any constant α and β,

Π and Γ must be bivariate normal. Without loss of generality, we can normalize

a such that a2 = 1 − b2σ2
Ψ

obtaining σ2
Π = 1 and ρ = σ(Π, Γ). Hence, as

our recommendation model, the model in (A.4) generates a bivariate normal

distribution for [Γ,Π]� with mean m and covariance Q.
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Appendix B: Robustness

To check the robustness of the results obtained with GSOEP data, this appendix

provides additional simulation results using 1,620 combinations of parameter

values.

B.1 Simulation setup

Let l = 1, . . . , L denote all parameter combinations. Let Sl denote the recommen-

dation performance of an arbitrary approach given parameter combination l. We

consider L = 1, 620 combinations. As before, for every parameter combination,

we compute 10, 000 simulations with sample sizes n(Θ) = 1, 000 and n(Ω) = 100.

Given a sample of historical and client data, we apply three approaches to the

same simulated data:

• general average scores (GAS);

• average scores with an optimized similarity criterion, given that m and Q are

known (OAS); and

• the probability-based approach (PBA).

Parameters, which are given in Table B.1, are selected in a way such that a high

number of different conditions is covered. Correlation between personality trait

and entrepreneurial abilities ranges from weak, ρ = 0.1, to strong, ρ = 0.9.

Table B.1. Variations in parameters

Parameter(s) Values

μΓ, μΠ ∈ {−2,−1.5,−1,−0.5, 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2}

ρ ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9}

τ, ε ∈ {0.01, 0.15}

ε is the non-optimized similarity criterion of average scores. Following the

general logic of entrepreneurship-prone personality profiles, we assume that to

receive a recommendation for entrepreneurship the client’s personality trait must

be sufficiently similar to the profile, and that sufficient similarity promises good

recommendation results. Hence, we use a rather strict (small) similarity criterion

for average scores. However, we consider two different similarity criteria to

examine the effect of changes in similarity criteria on average success rates (to

test the second requirement). In particular, if ε = 0.01, we say that the similarity

criterion is strict, whereas ε = 0.15 is interpreted as a tolerant similarity criterion.

To compute ε∗ for the optimized version of average scores, we numerically

maximize (6) for every parameter combination. Given the assumption on μΠ
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Figure B.1. Simulated population shares of entrepreneurs

and τ, we cover a wide range of population shares of entrepreneurs, which is

demonstrated in Figure B.1.

B.2 Performance analysis using 1,620 parameter combinations

Benchmarking success probabilities
To get an overview over average performance, we compute the simulation average,

approximating E[Sl], for every parameter combination l and every approach.

Figure B.2. Distribution of average success rates, p = E[S]

In Figure B.2, we plot the distribution of average recommendation success rates

across parameter combinations. Figure B.2 reveals that the general average-scores

approach (GAS) substantially underperforms compared to all other approaches.

In Figure B.3, we only show distributions of average success rates for a high

correlation between personality trait and entrepreneurial abilities (ρ = 0.9). Still,
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Figure B.3. Distribution of average success rates, p = E[S], if correlation is high

even when correlation between personality trait and entrepreneurial abilities is

high, general average scores underperform in comparison to all other approaches.

In contrast to general average scores, optimized average scores (OAS) exhibit

high average success rates, which are slightly inferior to the upper boundary

of recommendation performance represented by the probability-based approach

(PBA). The results on relative performance are consistent with those obtained

with the GSOEP calibrated model.

Testing requirements

(a) Average success rates of optimized average scores

(b) Average success rates of general average scores

Figure B.4. Recommendation success of average scores

To test the first requirement, in Figure B.4, we plot average recommendation
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success rates of (a) the optimized average-scores approach and (b) the general

average-scores approach as a function of the parameter combinations index, l.
Optimized average scores (Figure B.4a) always fulfill the first requirement. In

case of general average scores (Figure B.4b), average success rates are smaller

than 50%, the approach is inferior to the coin, in about 44% of all parameter

combinations. More specific, only if the population share of entrepreneurs is low

(about 19% on average, ranging between about 2% and 50%), general average

scores outperform the coin with respect to average recommendation success rates.

To test the second requirement, let lε,ε′ = (lε, lε′) denote a pair of parameter

combination where all parameters besides the similarity criterion are exactly the

same. Our simulation-based measure of robustness, the simulation counterpart of

Δ(ε, ε′), is

Δ̂(lε,ε′) =
1

M

�����
M∑

m=1

S
lε
m −

M∑
m=1

S
lε′
m

�����

Figure B.5. Similarity-criterion-induced changes in average success rates

In Figure B.5, we present robustness measures for average scores. Changing

from a strict (ε = 0.01) to a tolerant (ε = 0.15) similarity criterion, or vice versa,

changes average recommendation success rates by about 11 percentage points

at maximum. The results become more striking when we compare the strict

and the tolerant criterion to the optimized similarity criterion ε∗. The difference

in average success rates between the strict and the optimized criterion is 95

percentage points at maximum, while the success rate difference between the

tolerant and the optimized criterion is approx. 84 percentage points at maximum.

The results indicate that average scores are not robust—mistakes of the adviser

can generate high costs (e.g., a loss in average recommendation success rates of

95 percentage points).


